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Characterization of thermal rectification in asymmetrical-structured
materials with inhomogeneous mass distribution
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We study the asymmetrical heat flux present in a one-dimensional, two-segment, nearest-neighbor anharmonic oscillator system subjected to
the influence of a temperature gradient for two different mass distributions. For a small system size the largest asymmetry in the heat flux is
obtained for the case wherein one segment has larger mass values than the other one, the lowest with the already considered uniform mass
distribution, and an intermediate one with a linear mass gradient along the system length. These results are also obtained in the largest system
size limit, wherewith it was observed that the heat flux increases as the system size does so for the case of the two segments with dissimilar
mass value.

Keywords: Low-dimensional asymmetric heat conduction; nonlinear dynamical systems

En este trabajo estudiamos el flujo de calor asimétrico presente en un sistema unidimensional de osciladores anarmónicos acoplados a
primeros vecinos, compuesto de dos segmentos diferentes y sujeto a la influencia de un gradiente de temperatura para el caso de dos
distribuciones de masa distintas. Para tamaños de sistema pequeños la mayor asimetrı́a en el flujo de calor se obtiene para el caso en el
cual uno de los segmentos tiene mayor masa que el otro, la menor para el caso ya conocido de masa uniforme y un caso intermedio para
un gradiente de masa a lo largo de toda la longitud del sistema. Estos resultados se mantienen para tamaños de sistema grandes, con los
cuales se observa que el flujo de calor se incrementa conforme también lo hace el tamãno del sistema para el caso de los dos segmentos con
diferente masa.

Descriptores: Conduccíon de calor asiḿetrica de baja dimensionalidad; sistemas dinámicos no-lineales

PACS: 44.10.+i, 05.60.-k, 05.70.Ln

1. Introduction

Thermal rectification,i.e. asymmetrical heat flux, has been
a rapidly growing research field in the last decade [1]. Al-
though it was experimentally discovered a long time ago [2],
it was only when the first computer simulation results of a
rectifying device, modeled by three coupled one-dimensional
anharmonic oscillator lattices with different parameters in
each segment, were obtained that the field began to make
substantial progress [3]. After this first successful imple-
mentation, which had a rectification efficiency (defined as
the ratio of the thermal fluxes in two opposite directions,
see below) of only a factor of 2, a rise to a factor about
100-200 was achieved by coupling two oscillator chains in-
teracting with a substrate described by a Frenkel-Kontorova
(FK) on-site potential [4] and even about2000 in a latter
work [5]. These results attracted increasing attention due to
its important potential-energy-saving applications in recent
years [6]. Furthermore, models of a thermal transistor [7],
logic gates [8], and even thermal memories [9], which pro-
vide the possibility to design a “phononic computer,” have
been proposed. However, there are several problems to be
resolved in the so-far proposed models before the aforemen-
tioned proposals can be experimentally implemented; there-

fore, a more in-depth understanding of the asymmetric heat
conduction is needed and has indeed been pursued. See
Ref. 10 for a recent review.

Despite the success so far achieved in the field, it has been
noted that the rectification effect of the heat flux as reported
in Refs. 3 to 5, and 11 for the three- and two-segment models
is possible only in the weak interfacial coupling limit [12,13].
Therefore, the performance of a thermal device built on such
principle depends critically on the properties of the interface,
which are very difficult to control in practice [14], resulting
in a poor reproducibility of the measurements of the thermal
boundary resistance. As a consequence, the functionality of
such thermal device can be quite unpredictable due to insuffi-
cient information about atomic interfacial conditions. Never-
theless, it is known that, in the thermodynamic limit, the heat
conduction of two-segment lattices is determined only by the
heat transport properties of the segments and is independent
of the interface properties and system size; therefore, by se-
lecting materials with the proper properties a thermal recti-
fier can be build [15]. These ideas were successfully used
to develop the first model of a thermal rectifier that works
in the thermodynamic limit by coupling two different anhar-
monic lattices: a FK, which has a thermal conductivity that
increases as a function of temperature, and aΦ4 lattice, which
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has an opposite behavior [16]. The operation of this device
can be easily understood from the basic laws of heat conduc-
tion as follows: when the extreme of the lattice correspond-
ing to the segment described by the FK potential is kept at
a higher temperature than the opposite extreme, which cor-
responds to that defined by theΦ4 potential, the sample has
on average a high thermal conductivity, and so there is a sig-
nificant thermal flux; if the boundary conditions are reversed
the total thermal conductivity of the entire sample is lower
than in the former case for these conditions, thus leading to a
diminished thermal flux. Following this proposal it has been
possible to experimentally construct thermal rectificators of
macroscopic size that work both in the low [17] and high [18]
temperature regime; the former is made of two perovskite
cobalt oxides (LaCoO3 and La0.7Sr0.3CoO3, the former be-
ing an insulator of well-ordered structure and the latter a dis-
ordered metal) and the latter of two aluminium-based alloys
(Al72.6Re17.4Si10 and Al71.6Mn17.4Si11). Despite this unde-
niable success, the rectification efficiency of these devices is
very low, which highlights the importance of exploring fur-
ther mechanisms to enhance the rectification effect.

Within the realm of the mesoscopic dimensions the first
successful experimental implementation of a thermal rectifier
by deposition of amorphous C6H16Pt [19] on a single side of
both single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNs)
inspired various theoretical works that aimed to explore the
mechanism responsible of the studied effect [20–23]. In par-
ticular, it was determined in Ref. 20 that a nearest-neighbor
anharmonic lattice with an asymmetrical mass loading along
its length can properly work as a rectifying device. The
mechanism responsible of the rectification in this system can
be explained as follows: when the heavy mass-loaded end
is at a higher temperature than the light mass end of the lat-
tice the energy spectrum of two given oscillators on each side
overlap in the low frequency region and thus the heat can
easily flow in the direction of the temperature gradient. For
reversed boundary conditions,i.e. when the light mass end
is at a higher temperature than the heavy mass end, there is
a mismatch of the aforementioned spectra and thus the heat
flux is hindered, notwithstanding the existence of a temper-
ature gradient. This temperature-dependent phonon spectra
shift is a purely anharmonic effect, and therefore in the har-
monic mass-graded lattice, although it presents heat conduc-
tion —which is absent in the homogeneous mass harmonic
lattice [24]—, there is no rectification altogether [20].

The aforementioned rectification mechanisms,i.e. asym-
metric mass-loading and dissimilar thermal conductivity de-
pendence on temperature, are the most predominant ones in
nanostructured materials [1]. Now, as far as we are aware of,
there has been no effort whatsoever to explore the possibility
of implementing two different rectifying mechanisms in the
same system to determine if they can work constructively to
enhance its rectification efficiency. Since it has been difficult
make the rectification factor reach one order of magnitude,
which is an arbitrary limit required to deem the effect useful
in engineering applications —specially in the nano and meso-

scopic dimensions—, the aforementioned suggestion offers
the possibility to increase in an easy way the rectification ef-
ficiency of a system that works with a bulk mechanism (dis-
similar thermal conductivity dependence on temperature for
different spatial regions of the sample) by the inclusion of an
additional molecular mechanism (asymmetric mass-loading).
If positive, this proposal could have a significant impact by
increasing the feasibility, not only of the already mentioned
thermal logic gates and memories [7–9], but as well of ther-
mal energy harvesting and other heat control devices. Thus,
in this work we propose to explore the feasibility of including
two different rectification mechanisms by characterizing the
rectifying behavior of the two-segment model system con-
sidered in Ref. 16 with two different mass distributions: the
first one corresponds to a linear mass-gradient considered in
previous theoretical studies [20, 22, 23], and the other is a
completely asymmetric one, with different mass loadings in
the two segments composing the system. It is important to
notice that this latter mass distribution, which has not been
considered in the theoretical work so far performed, is in-
deed closer to the original experimental implementation of
the mass-loaded CN [19]. Furthermore, this mass distribu-
tion is much easier to achieve experimentally than the linear
mass-gradient so far considered.

The plan of this work is as follows: in Sec. 2 we present
the model as well as our methodology. Results for both small
and large system sizes are reported in Sec. 3. Finally, in
Sec. 4 we discuss the results so far obtained and propose other
ways to further improve them.

2. model and methodology

The herein considered one-dimensional system consists of
two different nearest-neighbor lattices, each consisting of
N/2 oscillators. The Hamiltonian of the entire system can
be written, in terms of dimensionless variables, as

H
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N
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wherepi is the momentum of theith oscillator,qi its cor-
responding displacement from the equilibrium position, and
mi the inertial mass. The constantsα andβ quantify the am-
plitude of the specific on-site potential for each segment and
thus define the considered models;β corresponds to the FK
model, being the first segment of the system, andα to theΦ4

model, being the second one.

The equations of motion for the above defined system,
when coupled to two stochastic thermal reservoirs operating
at different temperatures, areq̇i = pi/mi and
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ṗi = F (qi − qi−1)− F (qi+1 − qi)− ∂qi
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with F (x) = −∂xV (x) and ξ(i)
L/R

being random forces
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
a variance that obeys the fluctuation-dissipation relation
〈ξ(i)

L,R
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L,R
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T
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miδikδ(t− t′). The friction

coefficientsγ
L,R

quantify the interaction of each thermal
reservoir with the oscillator lattice,n

L,R are the number of
oscillators at the extremes of the lattice connected to the ther-
mal reservoirs operating at temperaturesT

L
andT

R
, respec-

tively. In all simulations hereafter reported we employ the
valuesn

L,R
= 2 andγ

L,R
= 0.1, together with fixed bound-

ary conditions (q0 = qN+1 = 0). The above equations of mo-
tion were integrated employing a stochastic velocity-Verlet
algorithm with a timestep of∆t = 0.01 [25]; total integra-
tion time was of106 − 107 time units.

The local heat fluxJ(x, t) is computed as

J(x, t) =
1
N

∑

i

jiδ(x− xi),

wherexi = qi + ia is the position of theith oscillator,a is
the lattice constant (taken asa = 1 hereafter), and

ji =
1
2
(ẋi+1 + ẋi)F (xi+1 − xi) + ẋihi, (3)

where

hi =
p2

i

2mi
+ U

F K,Φ4 (qi)

+
1
2
[V (qi+1 − qi) + V (qi − qi−1)] (4)

denotes the local energy density at theith site. After a tran-
sient time the heat flux becomes independent of the position,
i.e. J(x, t) → J(t); therefore the total heat flux is computed
asJ = 〈J(t)〉t, being〈· · · 〉t a temporal average. IfTL > TR

the resulting flux is denoted asJ+, but if T
L

< T
R

asJ−. The
system works as a thermal rectifier if|J+| > |J−|. Then the
relationr ≡ |J+/J−| quantifies the rectification efficiency
of the system;r → 1 corresponds to absence of rectifica-
tion, whereas ifr → ∞ holds, then perfect rectification is
obtained.

3. Results

Our first result corresponds to the effect of the temperature
difference∆T = TL − TR on thermal rectificationr for an
equal-mass system,i.e. mi = 1 ∀i. We choose a system size

FIGURA 1. (Color online) Thermal rectificationr vs ∆T for the
homogeneous-mass case and differentT0 values. System size of
N = 128, with β = 1.5 andα = 0.02.

of N = 128 with values ofk = 1, β = 1.5, andα = 0.02
for the constants that define the system. The reservoir tem-
peratures are taken asTL,R = T0±∆T , beingT0 the average
system temperature. Figure 1 displaysr vs ∆T for values
of the average temperature ofT0 = 6.0, 10.0, 13.4, 16.0, and
20.0. It is clear thatr grows as∆T increases with an approx-
imately linear dependence of the former on the latter. It can
also be observed that the rate of increase ofr decreases as
the average temperature increases. Our results are consistent
with those already reported in the literature [16], thus corrob-
orating the validity of our implementation of the model.

The second case to be considered is that of a system with
a linear mass gradient along its length which has already be-
ing considered in previous works [20, 22, 23]. The mass of
theith oscillator is given bymi = Mmax − (i− 1)(Mmax −
Mmin)/(N − 1). Mmax andMmin are the mass of the oscil-
lators at the left and right ends, respectively. In the following
we always takeMmin = 1. In Fig. 2 we present the result of

FIGURA 2. (Color online) Thermal rectificationr vs ∆T for the
mass-graded case withMmax = 10 for differentT0 values. Same
N , β, andα values as in Fig. 1.
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FIGURA 3. (Color online) Thermal rectificationr vs ∆T for the
case wherein the two segments have dissimilar masses (see text for
explanation) for variousT0 values. SameN , β, andα values as in
Fig. 1.

the dependence of thermal rectification with respect to∆T
for the sameT0 values than in Fig. 1, but now for the case of
a mass gradient ofMmax = 10, with the left reservoir con-
nected toMmax and the right one toMmin. It can be read-
ily appreciated that, asT0 increases, the linear dependence
of r on ∆T observed in Fig. 1 changes to an exponential-
like one. Furthermore, a significant increase in thermal rec-
tification is observed for the same∆T values compared to
the former case,i.e. r(∆T ∼ 20) ∼ 1.5 for the homoge-
neous, unitary-mass case, whereas for the mass-graded lat-
tice r(∆T ∼ 20) ∼ 2.5. Similar increments in rectifica-
tion when a mass-gradient is present have been previously
reported for similar systems [20, 22]. It is important to men-
tion that the election of the direction of the mass-gradient is
critical to the performance of this device. In our study the
side corresponding to the FK lattice has the greatest mass-
loading. If the direction of the mass-gradient is reversed we
obtainr(∆T ∼ 20) ∼ 0.7, i.e. rectification diminishes. This
reduction can be explained because the phonon spectra of the
heavy end is located in the low frequency region [20], which
favors the heat flux and thus diminishes the overall rectifica-
tion of the system.

The next considered case corresponds to a system
wherein the mass of each segment is different. In Fig. 3
we display the results for a mass distribution ofmi = 10
∀i = 1, . . . , N/2 andmi = 1 ∀i = N/2 + 1, . . . , N . Fur-
ther differences with the aforementioned cases can be noted.
The exponential dependence ofr on ∆T already observed
for the mass-graded case is greatly increased, with an ensu-
ing increment in rectification for allT0 values employed. In
particular, for∆T ∼ 20 we obtainr ∼ 12.5, which is signif-
icantly higher than the corresponding values ofr = 1.5 for
the homogeneous, unitary-mass case and2.5 for the mass-
graded lattice. Therefore, for constantN it is clear that an
increase in the mass-loading asymmetry affords the highest
rectification figure.

FIGURA 4. (Color online) Heat fluxJ± vs system size for
T+ = 30 y T− = 5. Sameα andβ values as in previous fig-
ures. Solid symbols correspond toJ+ and void ones toJ− for the
homogeneous, unitary-mass (circles), mass-gradient (squares), and
dissimilar-mass (triangles) instances.

The above results seem to indicate that an adequate mass
asymmetry can improve rectification figures significantly;
however, it is also important to verify how this phenomenol-
ogy is modified for larger systems sizes. In Fig. 4 we dis-
play the behavior of heat fluxesJ+ andJ− as a function of
the lattice sizeN for all considered mass distributions. It is
readily seen that the magnitude of both heat fluxes for the
inhomogeneous-mass cases is lower than that of the corre-
sponding homogeneous counterparts. In the case of the lin-
ear mass distribution saturation in the flux values seems to be
attained forN ∼ 1 500, being largely constant for larger sys-
tem sizes. A more interesting behavior is displayed by the lat-
tice with dissimilar-mass segments. ForN < 2 000 the mag-
nitudes of bothJ+ andJ− are markedly inferior not only to
those of the homogeneous case, but also to those of the mass-
graded lattice. However, it is also noticed that the magnitude
of the heat fluxJ+ increases rapidly, and forN > 2 500 it is
greater than that of the homogeneous-mass lattice. Further-
more, its behavior seems to indicate thatJ+ will continue to
increase for higherN values than those reported. Therefore,
it is expected that the lattice with this type of mass distribu-
tion will present the highest rectification efficiency.

In Fig. 5 we report the behavior of the rectificationr as
a function of the system sizeN for all considered mass dis-
tributions. Although the magnitude of the heat fluxes for the
instances with inhomogeneous mass distributions are lower
than those of the homogeneous-mass case, rectification is
higher for the former ones compared to the latter one. In the
case of the mass-graded lattice it can be observed in Fig. 4
that the increase rate ofJ− for N < 1 000 is sufficient to
render a rectification decreases, as seen in Fig. 5; for higher
N values both fluxes are only weakly dependent on system
size, and thereforer remains largely constant. In the case of
the lattice with dissimilar masses in both segmentsJ+ and
J− increase in the whole range of system sizes studied. For
system size values ofN < 1 500 rectification decreases, as
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FIGURA 5. (Color online) Thermal rectificationr vs system size
N . SameT+, T−, α, andβ values as in previous figure. The dis-
played curves correspond to homogeneous, (circles), mass-gradient
(squares), and dissimilar-mass (triangles) distributions.

in the previous case. In the range1500 < N < 3500 J−
slowly reaches its saturation value asJ+ keeps increasing;
the combined effect of this behavior is thatr fluctuates
around a well defined mean, which is the highest one of all
considered cases. Finally, forN > 3 500 we notice thatJ−
seems to attain a saturation value, but notJ+. Thus rectifica-
tion r again increases forN = 4 000. It is highly probable
that this behavior will continue for even higherN values, but
further simulations would be necessary to corroborate if it is
indeed the case.

4. discussion and conclusions

The physical models employed in the present work, despite
their simplicity, are capable to describe a variety of effects
of different physical origin. In particular, the FK model, due
to the assumptions of the harmonic interatomic force and a
sinusoidal on-site (substrate) potential, has the surprising ca-
pability to describe a broad spectrum of nonlinear, physically
important phenomena, such as propagation of charge-density
waves, the dynamics of absorbed atoms on crystal surfaces,
commensurable-incommensurable phase transitions, and do-
main walls in magnetically ordered structures, among oth-
ers [26]. On the other hand, theΦ4 model, which stems from
a discretized Klein-Gordon equation, exhibits generic solu-
tions —discrete breathers—, being time-periodic and (typ-
ically exponentially) localized excitations which have been
detected, and used for the ensuing theoretical modeling, in
Josephson junction networks, arrays of coupled nonlinear op-
tical waveguides, Bose-Einstein condensates loaded on opti-
cal lattices, antiferromagnetic layered structures, PtCl based
single crystals and driven micromechanical cantilever ar-
rays [27]. Thus the models employed in the present work
have an intrinsic physical interest and their study is justified.
Now, a mass-graded lattice can be considered as a partic-
ular example of a kind of inhomogeneous materials known

as functionally graded materials (FGMs) whose composition
and/or structure change gradually in space, which results in
corresponding changes in electric, mechanical, thermal, and
optical properties. Significantly, such FGMs,i.e. nonuniform
gradient-mass systems, can be met in nature [28] and can be
also purposely manufactured by chemical deposition as well
as diffusing techniques [29]. Note also that the optical prop-
erties of systems with graded dielectric permittivity match
those of gradient-mass systems [30]. Nevertheless, thermal
properties of graded materials have not yet been fully stud-
ied; our work contributes to fill this gap in our understand-
ing of their behavior. In Ref. 16 significant rectification ef-
ficiency was obtained in the large system size limit based in
the macroscopic thermal conductivity of two coupled materi-
als. The experimental work inspired by this proposal seems
to date the most promising way to design a thermal rectifier
of macroscopic size. Therefore it is natural to explore the
possibility of modifying the mass distribution of the model
proposed in Ref. 16 with an asymmetric mass distribution
much closer to that employed in the experiment reported in
Ref. 19 in order to obtain further increments in the rectifi-
cation efficiency. The results presented in Fig. 3 show that
such increment is indeed obtained, with a stronger exponen-
tial dependence ofr on∆T than that obtained with the linear
mass profile. Therefore both mechanisms contribute to a sig-
nificant increase in the rectification efficiency of our system.
Furthermore, we have provided evidence that a much eas-
ily obtainable mass distribution can increase the rectification
efficiency compared to the graded-mass distribution, being
this latter one more difficult to obtain experimentally. Thus
our work offers a guide to experimentalists by showing that
the simplest mass distribution may indeed be the most ade-
quate to explore the rectification efficiency of a given sam-
ple. Finally, since the development of mass-graded structures
is technologically anything but a simple problem [1], a search
for its realization is being pursued in various alternate direc-
tions. Analytically it has been demonstrated that the heat
flow in a harmonic mass-graded chain depends only on the
boundary masses and the maximum mass in the lattice [31].
It has also been proposed to use silicon filaments together
with asymmetrically doped contacts [32]. In place of a spa-
tially varying mass, the idea was also advanced of subjecting
a nanotube to nonuniform tension [33], which is equivalent to
variation of mass [34,35]. Also, one could apparently employ
for this purpose nanodiamond-decorated CNs [36].

The behavior of the positive and negative heat fluxes as
a function of the system size shows that, for both mass-
asymmetries, the values ofJ+ andJ− are lower than those
corresponding to the homogeneous case for all considered
N values, as observed in Fig. 4. This result is consis-
tent with that recently reported for a nearest-neighbor an-
harmonic oscillator lattice with a mass-gradient, wherein
a similar decrease was observed [23]. For large system
size valuesr seems to approach a saturation value, just as
in the homogeneous-mass case, see Fig. 5, but of higher
value. However, the most promising result comes from the
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dissimilar-mass lattice, wherein the differenceJ+ − J− in-
creases asN does so. Furthermore, there seems to be ev-
idence that rectification will attain its ideal limit at macro-
scopic sizes, although further simulations are needed to cor-
roborate this assumption. It is important to recall that there
is evidence that arbitrarily large rectification figures can be
obtained with a chaotic billiard chain with noninteracting
charged particles in the presence of nonuniform transverse
magnetic field, but only for sufficiently small temperature of
one of the reservoirs and in the small system size limit [37].

We mention that other structural modifications on sys-
tems presenting thermal rectification that may affect their ef-
ficiency have also been explored. For example, by means of
molecular dynamics simulations of a single-walled CN with
randomly located defects only along half the length revealed
asymmetric heat conduction at room temperature [38]. The
increased overlapping of the phonon density of states when
heat flows from the defective part to the pristine one and
the intermediate-frequency phonons are mainly responsible
for the rectification observed in this system. However, in
a system composed of asymmetricaly mass-loaded graphene
flakes, being these a single layer of carbon atoms in a honey-
comb lattice with sp2 bonds —thus having structre and ther-

mal properties similar to those of CNs—, it was found that
that the mass interface between the two regions greatly de-
creased the thermal conductivity, but did not bring about a
thermal rectification effect [39]. This result was explained by
the interfacial scattering of solitons in graphene, which re-
vealed a direction-independent energy reflection rate. Thus it
is shown that structural differences between two systems can
dramatically affect their rectification efficiency, even though
the same rectification mechanism,i.e. mass-loading, is em-
ployed.

In summary, we have proposed two possible structural
modifications to a thermal rectifiying device composed of
two coupled anharmonic lattices that is known to work in the
large system size limit. The first one renders a modest in-
crease in rectification power, whereas the second improves it
substantially at a fixed size. We also provided evidence that
these results may hold for large system sizes.
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